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ABSTRACT

RNA G-quadruplexes (G4s) are formed by G-rich

RNA sequences in protein-coding (mRNA) and non-

coding (ncRNA) transcripts that fold into a four-

stranded conformation. Experimental studies and

bioinformatic predictions support the view that these

structures are involved in different cellular functions

associated to both DNA processes (telomere elonga-

tion, recombination and transcription) and RNA post-

transcriptional mechanisms (including pre-mRNA

processing, mRNA turnover, targeting and transla-

tion). An increasing number of different diseases

have been associated with the inappropriate regu-

lation of RNA G4s exemplifying the potential impor-

tance of these structures on human health. Here, we

review the different molecular mechanisms underly-

ing the link between RNA G4s and human diseases

by proposing several overlapping models of dereg-

ulation emerging from recent research, including (i)

sequestration of RNA-binding proteins, (ii) aberrant

expression or localization of RNA G4-binding pro-

teins, (iii) repeat associated non-AUG (RAN) transla-

tion, (iv) mRNA translational blockade and (v) dis-

abling of protein–RNA G4 complexes. This review

also provides a comprehensive survey of the func-

tional RNA G4 and their mechanisms of action. Fi-

nally, we highlight future directions for research

aimed at improving our understanding on RNA G4-

mediated regulatory mechanisms linked to diseases.

G-quadruplexes (G4s) formed by G-rich DNA or RNA
sequences are non-canonical structures organized in stacks
of tetrads or G-quartets, in which four guanines are as-
sembled in a planar arrangement by Hoogsteen hydrogen
bonding. Bioinformatic predictions using a speci�c search
algorithm (Gx-N1-7-Gx-N1-7-Gx-N1-7-Gx, where x ≥ 3 and

N = A, U, G or C (1,2)) indicated the presence of 376 000
DNAG4 forming sequences in the human genome that are
speci�cally enriched in telomeres, gene promoters, riboso-
mal DNA and recombination hotspots. G4s are also fre-
quently located at the very 5′ end of the �rst intron (3), and
both the 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) (4) of mR-
NAs indicating an important role in mRNA synthesis, ex-
pression and function.
Over the last few years, increasing evidence has emerged

supporting the view that RNA G4s are important regula-
tors of key cellular functions (recently reviewed in (5–7)),
including telomere homeostasis and gene expression mech-
anisms (see Figure 1 for an overview of RNA G4 localiza-
tion, function and impact on disease). Cis-acting G4s asso-
ciated to mRNAs are now widely accepted as critical reg-
ulators of pre-mRNA processing (splicing and polyadeny-
lation), mRNA turnover, mRNA targeting and transla-
tion. Consistent with the role of G4s in post-transcriptional
events, genome-wide sequencing of DNA G4s in the hu-
man genome revealed a high density of G4s in the 5′

UTRs and splicing sites (8). Recently, G4 motifs have been
mapped to non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), such as long non-
coding RNAs (lncRNAs) (9) and precursor microRNAs
(pre-miRNAs) (10), indicating the potential of RNA G4s
to regulate post-transcriptional gene expression in trans
and to control miRNA biogenesis. In addition to post-
transcriptional mechanisms, it has been suggested that G4s
in ncRNAs affect DNA processes, as demonstrated for G4s
at telomeric repeat-containing RNA (TERRA) molecules
(11) regulating telomere elongation (12) or transcription
(13) and those found in intron lariats which regulate im-
munoglobulin class switch recombination (14). RNA G4s
regulate gene expression not only quantitatively but also
qualitatively. Indeed, these structures have been shown to
impact processes that change the coding capacity of the
genome, such as alternative polyadenylation (15), alterna-
tive splicing (16,17) and translational recoding (18). Sev-
eral independent lines of evidence support the importance
of RNAG4s and their biological function both in vitro and
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Figure 1. Overview of RNA G4s: position, proposed function and link
with disease.

in vivo (recently reviewed in (5–7)) (Table 1), including: (i)
bioinformatic predictions (1,2,19), (ii) structural analysis
(e.g. using nuclear magnetic resonance, crystallography (20)
or circular dichroism (21)), (iii) in vitro determination of G4
formation (e.g. using in-line probing (22)), (iv) in cellulo vi-
sualization (e.g. using a conformation-speci�c antibody (23)
or a �uorogenic dye (24)), (v) functional in vitro /in cellulo
analysis of endogenous (e.g. see (25–27)) or reporter (e.g. see
(28–30)) gene expression upon G4 ligand addition. Impor-
tantly, widespread formation of RNA G4s in vitro (31,32)
has been recently demonstrated by combining reverse tran-
scriptase stalling with next-generation sequencing.
The mechanisms underlying the function of RNA G4s

in the cell involve in most cases the binding of protein fac-
tors (i.e. RNA-binding proteins or RBPs) that modulate G4
conformation and/or serve as a bridge to recruit additional
protein regulators (reviewed in (33)) (Figure 2A). Impor-
tantly, recent in vivoRNAG4mapping suggested that RBPs
lie at the center of the mechanism that unfolds most eu-
karyotic RNA G4s (32). In some cases, the biological func-
tion of RNA G4s bound to RBPs can involve the interac-
tion with DNA (Figure 2B) to regulate DNA-related pro-
cesses such as recombination (e.g. (14)) or telomere elonga-
tion (e.g. (12,34)). Other examples suggest that the interplay
between RNA and DNA can involve the formation of hy-
brid G4 structures that recruit G-tracts from both the DNA
and RNAmolecules (Figure 2C) to modulate transcription
regulation (35) or telomere homeostasis (36,37). RNA G4s
can also exist in equilibrium with hairpin structures (Figure
2D) and play a role in telomere homeostasis (38) or gene
expression mechanisms (10,39–41). Finally, sequences with
the potential to form G4s might play an active role in the
formation or dissolution of stable RNA/DNA hybrids (R-
loops) (42–45) (Figure 2E).

Accumulating evidences suggest that the proposed phys-
iological role of G4s is altered in disease states (for recent
reviews see (5,46); (Figure 1)), including neurological dis-
orders and cancer. RNA G4s have been found to regulate
the expression of many genes that are associated with the
hallmarks of cancer (Figure 3). The ability of RNA G4s to
regulate DNA-related processes suggests their possible in-
volvement in the maintenance of genomic stability that is

Figure 2. Mechanisms of action underlying the function of RNA G4s.
RNA G4 binding to RBP (A), RBP binding to both DNA and RNA G4
(B), intermolecularG4 formed byDNAandRNA strands (C), equilibrium
between RNA G4 and hairpin conformation (D), RNA G-rich sequence
that can fold into a G4 or hybridize with the C-rich template DNA strand
in the R-loop structure (E).

Figure 3. RNA G4s and cancer hallmarks. Examples of RNA G4-
containing genes that have been implicated in regulation of each of the
hallmarks of cancer.
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Table 1. Tools for predicting and analyzing G4 formation

Evidence for the occurrence of G-quadruplexes

Bioinformatic prediction and databases
Several tools predicting quadruplex-forming propensity are based on the fact that runs of Gs are a requirement for G4 formation. A simple, regular motif
(G3+N1–7G3+N1–7G3+N1–7G3+) based on DNA G4 folding studies was originally proposed to describe G4-forming sequences (1,2). Several tools are
based on this algorithm, including, QuadDB (128), QGRS mapper (129), Quad�nder (130), QuadBase (131), Greglist (132). More recent algorithms and
scoring systems take into account both the neighboring sequences (including G4 Hunter (19), cG/cC score (133)) and the observation that G4s are highly
polymorphic in vivo (3,134). Tools. QuadDB (1,128), de�nes G4 folding rules based on strand stoichiometry, number of tetrads, discontinuities in
G-tracts, loop length and composition. Quad�nder (130), prediction of G4 sequences with the �exibility of de�ning variants of the motif. QGRS mapper
(129), prediction of G4 sequences with different parameter settings and possibility to look at sequences with few Gs and long loops; includes a scoring
parameter. G4P Calculator (134), orthogonal approach focused on the density of sequences likely to lead to G4s. GRSDB2 and GRS UTRdb (135,136),
list G4s in pre-mRNAs and UTRs. QuadBase (131), ortholog analysis for �nding conserved G4s. Greglist (132), list of genes that contain G4 motifs in
promoters. G4RNA (137), data retrieval on experimentally tested sequences. G4Hunter (19) takes into account G-richness and G-skewness of a given
sequence; provides a G4 propensity score.

G4 structure
Topologies of G4s depends on the glycosidic conformation (syn or anti), the number of molecules of the nucleic acid involved in their formation
(intramolecular, bimolecular or tetramolecular) and the relative orientation of the strands (parallel, antiparallel or mixed). G4 formation depends on
several parameters: the number of stacking G-quartets, the length and the nucleotide sequence of the loops, the occurrence of bulges within G-tracks,
cation availability and concentration, the presence of consecutive cytosine residues in the surrounding sequence. RNA G4s are more thermodynamically
stable, compact and less hydrated than DNA G4s. The 2′-OH group in the ribose exerts conformational constraints on RNA G4s resulting in more
intramolecular interactions, anti conformation and parallel topology. Biophysical techniques: Ultraviolet spectroscopy, Circular dichroism, UV melting,
NMR spectroscopy, Crystallography. Drawback: the length of the G4 sequence required for these techniques that does not re�ect the in cellulo/in vivo
global context.

In vitro determination
The capability of putative quadruplex sequences to fold into G4 could be assessed experimentally with techniques that use the characteristic of G4s to be
stabilized by the presence of a cation (K+>Na+>Li+), and to be modi�ed by G4 small-molecule ligands and trans-acting factors. G4 formation is
supported by studies on candidate RNA sequences and, more recently, by transcriptome-wide analysis in vitro (31,32) and in vivo (32). G4 RNA candidate
approach: Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, reverse transcription pausing assay, DMS (dimethyl sulfate)/footprinting analysis, in-line probing (22), the
nucleotide resolutive approach SHALiPE (selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation with lithium ion-based primer extension) (138), and FOLDeR, a method using
7-deaza-G RNA modi�cations in combination with secondary structure probing allowing to demonstrate the presence of G4s in long RNAs (139).
Transcriptome-wide approaches: RNA G4 (rG4) pro�ling method that couples rG4-mediated reverse transcriptase pausing with sequencing and generates
a global in vitroG4 map (31). More recently, widespread formation of RNA G4s in vitro and in vivo was inferred using DMS treatment before pro�ling of
reverse-transcriptase stops (32).

G4 small-molecule ligands
Several ligands have been shown to be speci�c for DNA G4s over other types of DNA structures, including porphyrin, acridine, pentacridium,
quinacridine, telomestatin, naphtalene diiamide, bisquinolium derivates. Some of these ligands have been shown to also bind RNA G4s with high af�nity
and speci�city. To date, only two molecules have been demonstrated to exhibit selectivity towards RNA G4s over DNA G4s. RNA/DNA G4 binders: i)
TMPyP4 exhibits low af�nity for both DNA and RNA G4s, poor selectivity for G4s versus duplex DNA and has opposite effects on RNA G4 formation
(50,81,83), ii) Bisquinolium derivates (including Phen-DC3, Phen-DC6, 360A or RR82/R110) are potent binders of DNA and RNA G4s and modulate
RNA G4-depedent gene expression (16,25,28,52,82). RNA G4 binders: i) CarboxyPDS (carboxy pyridostatin) triggers selectively RNA G4s within a
cellular context (23,140), ii) RGB1, a polyaromatic molecule that binds selectively to RNA G4 structures as compared to DNA G4s or other RNA
structures (141).

In cellulo probing
Facing an urgent need for ef�cient RNA G4 detection in cellulo, molecular probes that can speci�cally recognize RNA G4 structures in a simple and
reliable way have been recently developed. Structure-speci�c antibody: BG4 binds both DNA and RNA G4s (23,64). Drawback of immunodetection:
�xation and permeabilization of the cells could modify G4 formation; no information on the speci�c sequences involved in G4 folding. RNA G4
�uorescent probes: CyT (�uorogenic cyanine dye) (24), N-TASQ (naphthoTASQ) (142,143); PyroTASQ (pyrene template-assembled synthetic G-quartet)
(144); GTFH (G4-triggered �uorogenic hybridization proble), hybrid probe containing a �uorescent light-up moiety speci�c to a G4 and an
oligonucleotide that hybridize with the speci�c RNA sequence (145); ThT (thio�avin �uorogenic dye) (146). Advantages: direct detection of RNA G4s in
untreated cells (no �xation and no permeabilization).

essential to prevent development of diseases including can-
cer, development defects, immune de�ciency and neurode-
generative disorders. They also may play a role in virulence
processes in microbial pathogens of humans (reviewed in
(47,48)). The connections between RNA G4s and human
diseases �rst emerged from studies showing that these struc-
tures act as cis-regulators critical for the mRNA expression
of several disease-relevant genes (including the angiogenic
factorVEGFA (25,49), the oncogeneNRAS (29), the tumor
suppressor TP53 (16,50) and the EBV maintenance pro-
tein, EBNA1 (26)). G4s formed by repeated G-rich RNA
sequences are also targets of disease in repeat expansion dis-
orders through different cis- and trans-acting mechanisms
(5). Recently, the expression of several RNA G4-binding
proteins have been found to be deregulated in disease con-
texts (including eIF4A (51), Aven (27), hnRNP A1 (52) or
FMRP (53,54)) with important consequences on gene ex-
pression, providing further support for a role of RNA G4s
in cellular pathology.

The purpose of our review is to summarize the cur-
rent knowledge on the proposed molecular mechanisms by
which RNA G4s may impact human diseases with particu-
lar emphasis on the different models of deregulation sup-
ported by a comprehensive account of examples known
at present. We also provide a comprehensive list of func-
tional RNAG4s, their regulatory mechanisms and associa-
tion with diseases (Supplementary Table 1). Based on recent
literature investigating the link between RNA G4s and dis-
ease entities, several mechanisms of action can be proposed,
as listed below and depicted in Figure 4.

SEQUESTRATION OF RBPs

RNA G4s play a role in disease pathogenesis through se-
questering RBPs (Figure 4A). This mode of action has been
mainly described in non-coding repeat expansion diseases,
including frontotemporal dementia and/or amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (FTD/ALS) caused by a large expansion of
a non-coding GGGGCC hexanucleotide repeat (HRE) in
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Figure 4. Mechanistic models supporting the proposed link between RNA G4s and human diseases. Based on different examples of RNA G4 associated
with disease, �ve mechanisms of action can be delineated: sequestration of RNA G4-binding proteins impacting the nucleolar function or the regulation
of post-transcriptional processes (A), non-AUG (RAN) translation giving raise to toxic peptides (B), altered expression of RNA G4-binding proteins
linked to RBP loss (i), RBP overexpression (ii) or RBP mislocalization (iii) (C), translational block by runs of adjacent G-repeats (D) and disabled RNA
G4-protein complexes due to mutations (depicted by a red star) in RNA G4s (i) or in RBPs (ii) (E).

the �rst intron of theC9orf72 gene. Using in vitro structural
analysis, these G-rich RNA sequences have been shown
to form secondary structures, including hairpins and G4s
(40,55–57). The mechanism by which G4-forming HRE re-
peats cause FTD/ALS pathology has been recently investi-
gated. One proposed model predicts that DNA and RNA
G4s as well as R-loops formed in the GGGGCC repeat re-
gion impair transcription, leading to the accumulation of

abortive transcripts that sequester G4-binding proteins (re-
cently reviewed in (58)). Among these RBPs, nucleolin di-
rectly and preferentially binds the G4-containing abortive
transcripts, resulting in nucleolin mislocalization and nucle-
olar stress, as evidenced by decreased ribosomal maturation
and increased abundance of processing bodies (or P bodies,
cytoplasmic foci of mRNA degradation and translational
repression). These �ndings establish a direct link between
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the G4s of the C9orf72HRE and the resulting pathological
defects in FTD/ALS patients (57).

Another important cause of pathogenesis associated to
repeats expansion in C9orf72 is the impaired ability of G4-
sequestered RBPs to regulate their targets resulting in de-
fects in RNA processing. This notion is supported by recent
�ndings reporting extensive misregulated RNA processing
events (i.e. alternative splicing and polyadenylation) in ALS
carrying this expansion (59). Among the RBPs sequestered
by the G-rich repeats, hnRNP H/F, a known splicing and
polyadenylation regulator previously found to be associated
with the C9orf72 G-rich repeats (57,59–61), has been pre-
dicted to be a potential regulator of these RNA processing
defects. Since this factor can regulate RNA processing by
binding toG-rich sequences (50,62) andG-runs formingG4
structures are critical regulators of pre-mRNA processing
(15,62,63), it is plausible that sequestration of hnRNP H/F
might impact the expression of G4-containing mRNAs in
ALS. Recent results support this possibility by showing that
hnRNP H associates with G4-forming C9orf72GGGGCC
repeats and colocalizes with G4 foci (visualized using the
BG4 antibody (23,64)) in patient derived cells but not in
control non-ALS cells (65). The formation of these aggre-
gates correlates with dysregulated splicing of known targets
of this factor in C9orf72 patient brains. These �ndings pro-
vide an explanation for global alternative splicing observed
inC9orf72 cells (59).While there is no conclusive data estab-
lishing that hnRNP H sequestration plays a causal role in
ALS, these results further support the involvement of RNA
G4 formation and sequestration of this RBP in FTD/ALS
pathogenesis. Although this study claims that the interac-
tion between hnRNP H/F and G-rich sequences is linked
to G4 formation (in agreement with (50,66)), other sets of
data indicate that hnRNPH/F familymembers can bindG-
rich sequences in single-stranded form (67), suggesting that
further investigations and structural studies will be required
to determine precisely the mode of binding of this RBP.
Overproduced G4-containing transcripts can also di-

rectly impact mRNA fate in the cytoplasm. Indeed, it has
been proposed that the G4-forming C9orf72 repeats may
interfere with the role of endogenous G4-containing tiR-
NAs (tRNA-derived stress-induced RNAs) in translational
regulation that is required for motor neuron survival and
confering cytoprotection against stress (69). TiRNA frag-
ments derive from angiogenin (ANG)-mediated cleavage of
tRNAs that displace components of the translational initi-
ation machinery (i.e. the cap-binding complex eIF4F), re-
sulting in translational repression and formation of RNA
granules (named stress granules, SG). These processes in
turn contribute to enhance cell survival subjected to stress
conditions (70). The observation that extended C9orf72 re-
peats inhibit tiRNA-induced SG assembly led to propose
that HRE expansions interfere with the function of the en-
dogenous tiRNAs in motor neuron maintenance. Molecu-
lar details of such interference are not clear but may involve
sequestration of G4 RBPs involved in motor neuron sur-
vival, including YB1, nucleolin and hnRNP A3 (69). While
it is well established that G4s are formed in both C9orf72
repeats and tiRNAs and that these structures are bound
by several RBPs, the role of G4s in this hijacking mecha-
nism remains to be �rmly demonstrated. It would be also

important to de�ne whether G4-containing tiRNAs could
also suppress the toxicity of the pathological HREs.
Finally, RNAs containing the C9orf72 HRE expansion

have been recently shown to compromise nucleocytoplas-
mic transport (71,72) through a mechanism involving the
binding of the RBP RanGAP1, a key regulator of the nu-
cleocytoplasmic transport, to the RNA GGGGCC repeat.
The G4 ligand TMPyP4 reduces the af�nity of RanGAP1
for the repeat RNAG4s (72) and rescues nucleocytoplasmic
transport defects (72,73), suggesting that HRE G4s play a
role in nucleocytoplasmic transport defects associated to
FTD/ALS.

Besides RNA–protein interactions, the sequestration
mechanism may also involve RNA–RNA interactions fa-
cilitated by intermolecular G4 formation (55). However, it
is not known whether these multimolecular RNA G4s oc-
cur within cells and whether they might play a toxic role in
FTD/ALS by contributing to RNA foci formation.

Based on these data, the G4s formed by the GGGGCC
repeats have been proposed as fundamental determinants
of the pathogenic mechanisms of C9orf72 repeat expan-
sion linked to FTD/ALS. Collectively, these studies sug-
gest that RNAG4s formed in expanded G-rich repeats may
cause disease by sequestrating RBPs, resulting in disruption
of RNA homeostasis and thus leading to cell dysfunction.
Many RBPs colocalize with RNA foci (including several
hnRNPs) but their biological relevance has not been vali-
dated. It is important to note that although the formation of
these ribonucleoprotein complexes has been proposed to be
largely dependent on G4 formation, hairpin structures may
be also involved. Indeed, both nucleolin (57) andRanGAP1
(72) may bind hairpins (although they display preference
for G4s). While these studies involve RBPs and G4s in the
mechanistic model for repeat-associated neurodegenerative
diseases, the role of RBP–G4 interactions in pathological
conditions awaits further investigation. Functional analysis
of RBPs defective in G4-binding may provide more direct
evidence of a link between abnormal RBP–G4 interactions
and disease pathology. Finally, these studies point to the tar-
geting of these toxic G4-dependent ribonucleoprotein com-
plexes as a possible intervention to prevent the molecular
cascade leading to repeat-associated neurodegenerative dis-
eases.

NOVEL TYPE OF TRANSLATION

G4-forming RNA sequences have been proposed to be in-
volved in an atypical form of translation (Figure 4B) that
occurs in the absence of an initiating AUG in all pos-
sible reading frames, generating homopolymeric proteins
with glutamine, serine or alanine repeats (recently reviewed
in (74)). This phenomenon, called repeat-associated non-
AUG (RAN) translation, has been recently shown to occur
onC9orf72GGGGCC repeats (75,76) and on CGG repeats
in the 5′ UTRof FMR1 (fragile Xmental retardation 1) me-
diating neurodegeneration in fragile X tremor ataxia syn-
drome (FXTAS) (77). RNA structures (including hairpins
(78,79) and G4s (40,55–57)) have been suggested to behave
as possible triggers of this noncanonical translation mecha-
nism. It is also possible that the equilibriumbetween hairpin
and G4 conformations may mediate RAN translation (40).
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HowRAN translation occurs has recently begun to emerge.
One proposed model of RAN translation at CGG repeats
in FMR1 transcripts is that, after cap-dependent initiation
of translation (80) and subsequent scanning through the 5′

UTR, ribosome stalling at secondary structures formed at
CGG repeats leads to aberrant translation initiation at non-
AUG codons, resulting in the production of polyglycine
and polyalanine peptides. While several evidences support
the possibility that these G-rich repeats fold into G4 struc-
tures (e.g. for the C9orf72 GGGGCC repeats (40,55–57)),
the question of whether G4s and G4-binding proteins play
a role in the initiation or inhibition of RAN translation
awaits further investigation. However, the observation that
small molecules binding G4s, such as TMPyP4, can dis-
tort the secondary structure of the C9orf72 repeats and
disrupt protein interactions (81), suggest that G4 forma-
tion may interfere with protein sequestration and/or RAN
translation into potentially toxic dipeptides. Although the
effect of these molecules has not been tested in cellulo, this
study provides the proof of principle that small-molecule
ligands can be used to target C9orf72 GGGGCC repeats.
Since TMPyP4 does not exhibit RNA G4 selectivity (82)
and appears to exert opposite effects on G4 formation (83),
it would be important to strengthen these �ndings by using
more selective RNA G4 binders. In support of this notion,
small molecules binding to C9orf72 HRE adopting both
hairpin and G4 conformations can inhibit RAN transla-
tion and foci formation in neurons (40). Overall, these �nd-
ings highlight G-rich repeats binders as possible FTD/ALS
therapeutic.
In conclusion, RNA G4s formed in expanded repeats

containing G-rich elements could play a role in disease
pathogenesis at the level of mRNA translation through ei-
ther facilitating or hindering RAN translation.

ALTERED EXPRESSION OF G4 RBPs

Cellular pathology linked to RNA G4s can be ascribed in
part to the alteration in the expression of G4 RBPs lead-
ing to gene expression deregulation (Figure 4C). One well-
documented example of thismechanism of deregulation has
been recently provided for eIF4A, a translation initiation
factor that plays a key role in removing secondary and ter-
tiary structures during 5′ UTR ribosome scanning. eIF4A
is the molecular target for natural compounds showing
promising anticancer activity and its overexpression pro-
motes T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia development
in vivo and is required for leukaemia maintenance. Ribo-
some pro�ling revealed that eIF4A regulates mRNA trans-
lation of transcripts with 5′ UTRs containing G4-forming
motifs composed of CGG motifs. Among the most eIF4A-
sensitive mRNAs there are several oncogenes and tran-
scription factors (includingMYC,MYB, NOTCH, CDK6,
BCL2) (51). Importantly, transcriptome-wide studies re-
vealed the presence of RNA G4s in one third of the CGG-
containing transcripts identi�ed in this study (31). The ob-
servation that eIF4A-associated transcripts contain gua-
nine quartets composed of CGG motifs has been reported
also in breast cancer cells (84,85). Since G4s are general
inhibitors of mRNA translation (86,87), a possible model
predicts that, in normal conditions, G4s at the 5′ UTR

of these mRNAs would restrain the expression of cancer-
prone factors by inhibiting the initiation step of translation.
In contrast, overexpression of eIF4A in cancer cells pro-
motes G4 unwinding leading to increased protein synthesis
of oncoproteins. Given the importance of cofactors regulat-
ing eIF4ARNA-binding and catalytic activity, the question
is raised as to whether the eIF4A-dependent mechanism
of translational control of G4-containing mRNAs involves
additional factors helping eIF4A to target G4s. These co-
factors may provide a molecular explanation for the spe-
ci�c recognition of the 12 nucleotides (CGG)4 signature by
eIF4A.
A similar deregulatory mechanism involving RNA he-

licases on G4-containing mRNAs has been recently pro-
posed for the regulation of mixed lineage leukemia (MLL)
proto-oncogene by an Aven-centered complex (27). Aven
increases translation of MLL1 and MLL4 leukemic genes
by interacting with G4s within the open reading frames
(ORFs) and with protein factors associated with the trans-
lational machinery (i.e. TDRD3 and SMN). Importantly,
optimal translation ofMLL1 andMLL4 requires DHX36,
a helicase previously reported to unwind RNA G4 struc-
tures (88–90). The arginine-glycine-glycine (RGG) domain
of Aven plays a central role in this mode of translational
regulation since it mediates both Aven–RNAG4 andAven–
protein interactions (27). Since Aven is a pro-survival pro-
tein overexpressed in acute leukemia, it has been proposed
that this G4-dependent regulatory mechanism might pro-
mote survival of leukemic cells and that drugs disrupting
this pathway, including G4 ligands, could have a therapeu-
tic potential. This translational mechanism, together with
previous �ndings (26) and recent bioinformatics analysis
predicting the presence of 1600 G4s in human ORFs (27),
strengthens the notion that in addition to deregulate gene
expression via their location within the 5′ and 3′ UTRs, G4s
might be relevant for the expression of disease-related genes
when located within the ORFs.
Another important example of a disease resulting from

the altered expression of a G4-binding proteins is the frag-
ile X syndrome (FXS), the most frequent form of intellec-
tual disability caused by FMR1 gene silencing and the lack
of the encoded protein, FMRP. The function of this protein
in mRNA translation and RNA localization is mediated by
its associationwith speci�c secondary structures in its target
mRNAs, the most well documented being the G4 structure
((91,92) and recently reviewed in (53)). FMRPmight inhibit
mRNA translation initiation or elongation by binding G4s
and by either recruiting trans-acting factors (e.g. CYFIP1
(93)) or binding directly the ribosome to stall translation
(94). Notably, as for Aven, FMRP binding to G4s (and sur-
rounding sequences) requires the RGG motif (95,96). Ad-
ditionally, FMRP is suggested to be a good candidate for
the G4-dependent transport of dendritic mRNAs such as
PSD-95, Shank-1 or NR2B (see Supplementary Table 1).
Indeed, FMRPhas been shown to interact with its dendritic
mRNA targets by recognizingG4 structures present in their
3′ UTR and regulating their local translation in neurons
(97–99). Therefore, G4–FMRP interactions are thought to
regulate hundreds of mRNAs in neuronal cells at different
levels and the deregulation involving loss of these interac-
tions are considered as one major pathological mechanism
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in FXS. The observation that FMRP is overexpressed in
cancer and it plays a role in tumor progression (54) raises
the possibility that FMRP-dependent G4 mRNA expres-
sion regulation may be altered in cancer cells. A similar
model of deregulation has been recently suggested also for
FXR1, another member of the fragile X-related (FXR) pro-
tein family (100). It has been proposed that overexpressed
FXR1 in oral squamous cell carcinoma contributed to pro-
mote oral cancer progression by deregulating both p21 and
the telomerase RNA hTR/TERC turnover and expression.
This might occur through a mechanism involving binding
of FXR1 to RNA G4 structures, as suggested by luciferase
reporter assays after FXR1 silencing.
Deregulated expression of mRNAs with G4motifs might

also result from a modi�cation of the subcellular localiza-
tion of RNA G4-binding proteins. An example is provided
by hnRNP A1, a nuclear pre-mRNA processing regulator
that presents high expression and aberrant cytoplasm local-
ization associated with metastatic relapse in patients with
invasive breast cancer (52). The observation that cytoplas-
mic hnRNP A1 increases the translation of the mRNA en-
coding the tyrosine kinase receptor RON/MST1R through
RNAG4 secondary structures in theRON 5′ UTR suggests
that aberrant relocalization of hnRNP A1 in the cytoplasm
activates protein synthesis of G4-containing mRNAs. Col-
lectively, these studies suggest that deregulation in the ex-
pression of G4 RBPs -including RNA helicases- modulate
the expression of transcripts under the control of RNAG4s.
Overall, these studies suggest that deregulation of G4-

containing mRNAs due to aberrant expression and regu-
lation of RBPs may be linked to pathological situations.

TRANSLATIONAL BLOCK BY RUNS OF ADJACENT
G-REPEATS

Disease-causing expansion of G-rich repeats with the po-
tential to form G4 can directly modify mRNA transla-
tion by acting as cis-regulatory elements (Figure 4D). This
deregulatory mechanism has been proposed for FXTAS in
the FMR1 5′ UTR. Although methylation of the CGG re-
peats has been shown to contribute to FMR1 transcrip-
tional downregulation (101), several evidences reveal that
silencing of FMR1 transcription does not suf�ciently ex-
plain all clinical situations and that reduced translation ef-
�ciency contribute to the decreased levels of FMRP (102).
Indeed, it has been proposed that both reduced polysome
formation (i.e. clusters of ribosomes bound to mRNAs dur-
ing active translation) and stalled ribosome progression on
premutation FMR1 mRNAs result in decreased ef�ciency
of its translation in vivo (102,103). The mechanism underly-
ing CGG expansion-mediated FXTAS pathology involves
folding of the 5′ UTR (CGG)n premutation RNA in sec-
ondary structures, including G4s (104,105). Translational
ef�ciency of the FMR1mRNA is decreased by G4s formed
by the CGG repeats and can be modulated by G4 RBPs
(including hnRNP A2 and CBF-A (105)) and G4 ligands
(106).

DISABLING THE FORMATION OF REGULATORY G4-
PROTEIN INTERACTIONS

A bioinformatic search of single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNP) within G4-forming sequences in the human 5′ UTRs
revealed that 5% of all predicted 5′ UTR G4 sequences in-
cluded at least one SNP. Several identi�ed genes are impli-
cated in various diseases, including cancer (e.g. the RAD51
and CAV2 genes (107)). The observation that a SNP co-
localizing with a G4 abolishes quartet structure formation
and increases mRNA translation (107), indicates the poten-
tial of G4 variants to be involved either in the predisposi-
tion, or in the appearance of, various diseases and cancers
by altering the gene expression background of a speci�c in-
dividual.
Consistent with this hypothesis, two polymorphisms as-

sociated with a G4 in the third intron (PIN3) (16) and a pre-
dicted G4 in the 3′ end region of the TP53 pre-mRNA have
been shown to modulate age of tumor onset in TP53 mu-
tation carriers in Brazilian Li-Fraumeni families (108). Re-
cently, the PIN3 polymorphism has been shown to alter the
balance between the fully splicedTP53 transcript, encoding
TP53 and an incompletely spliced TP53 isoform retaining
intron 2, encoding�40TP53, anN-terminally deleted TP53
isoform that can act in a dominant-negative manner toward
TP53. The alternative splicing associated with this variant
is probably the consequence of a modi�cation of the G4 po-
sition with respect to the intron/exon boundaries, and is de-
pendent on the presence of G4 ligands or exposure to ioniz-
ing radiation (109). Sequence analysis of TP53 in breast tu-
mor samples revealed that the PIN3 polymorphism is asso-
ciated with a low �40TP53:TP53 ratio and better outcome
(110). These results suggest that G4s could impact the re-
sponses to radiation exposure. In agreement with this hy-
pothesis, we previously showed that a G4 at the TP53 pre-
mRNA 3′ end allows TP53 expression and function after
DNA damage induced by UV irradiation. The underlying
mechanism involves the interaction of this G4 with hnRNP
H/F that, in turn, recruits the pre-mRNA processing ma-
chinery at the TP53 polyadenylation signal. Our observa-
tion that arti�cially introduced mutations within the G4 re-
gion ofTP53 pre-mRNAabrogated its polyadenylation (50)
raises the intriguing possibility that natural sequence vari-
ants such as tumor-associated mutations or SNPs affect-
ing G4 formation and/or the binding of processing factors
could modulateTP53 polyadenylation and function follow-
ing stress-mediated DNA damage (Figure 4E). A number
of sequence variants have been documented surrounding
the TP53 polyadenylation site region (i.e. SNPs in dbSNP)
some of which, based on bioinformatic approaches, might
be expected to impact G4 formation.
Disease-associated mutations in RBPs can also disable

the formation of regulatory RBP–G4 complexes (Figure
4E). An example of this deregulatory mechanism has been
recently provided for the activation-induced cytidine deam-
inase (AID) (14), an enzyme essential for immunoglobu-
lin class-switch recombination (CSR). AID binds directly
to G4s formed by the intronic lariat RNAs (also called
switch RNAs) derived from splicing of the primary tran-
scripts arising from transcription of the recombining S re-
gions. The AID-switch RNA complexes are targeted to the
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complementary S region DNA in a sequence-speci�c man-
ner. A point mutation in AID associated with CSR defects
(111) impairs binding of AID to both RNA and DNA G4s
resulting in defective CSR. Overall, these studies demon-
strate that mutations in the RNAG4s or their binding part-
ners may induces disassembly of regulatory complexes and
impact both RNA and DNA processes leading to diseases.

PERSPECTIVE

Studies over the past 50 years contributed to characterize
the structure and the function of G4s in RNA biology and
their role in disease (Figures 1, 2 and 3; Tables 1 and Supple-
mentary Table 1). Accumulating evidences support the ex-
istence of overlapping models of deregulation involving G4
structures and leading to different disease entities (Figure 4
and Supplementary Table 1), including neurodegenerative
and neurodevelopmental disorders and cancer.
Recently, G4s have been implicated in the molecular

mechanisms controlling viral pathogenesis. Indeed, the
presence of G4 motifs have been identi�ed in some of
the most pathogenic virus (47,48), including the EBV in-
volved in mononucleosis infection and cancer. EBV en-
codes EBNA1, a genome maintenance protein that is trans-
lated through a G4-dependent mechanism linked to vi-
ral latency and immune evasion (26,112). RNA G4s have
mapped to several mRNAs encoding gammaherpesviral
maintenance proteins (26), suggesting that these structures
may be responsible for the cis-acting regulation of viral
mRNA translation and can be targeted to reduce the bur-
den of gammaherpesvirus-associated malignancies. More-
over, since EBNA1 binds to RNA G4s (113), it might be
important to de�ne whether it is engaged in an autoregula-
tory feedback loop to tightly control its expression during
the virus cycle and/or whether it impacts the expression of
other viral proteins.
Overall, the common mechanisms of regulation de-

scribed in this review highlight the importance of trans-
acting factors associated with these RNA structures in me-
diating different pathogenic mechanisms. However, a num-
ber of questions remain to be addressed to better under-
stand how these factors mediate the link between RNAG4s
and disease.
Given that some of these factors bind both DNA and

RNAG4s (e.g. the helicasesRHAUandDHX9 (114), or the
RBP TLS/FUS (12)), the question that remains is whether
these factors affect diseases by altering the ‘G4ome’ (includ-
ing DNA and RNAG4 sequences) through deregulation of
the DNA and RNA metabolism. From a more fundamen-
tal point of view, do DNA/RNA G4-binding factors pro-
vide a functional link between DNA and RNA processes
to regulate cellular pathways? Such a functional interplay
could have important function in preserving genomic sta-
bility. Indeed, recent studies show that protein factors with
a dual function in both biochemical processes play a criti-
cal role in maintaining cellular genomic integrity (115,116)
and that DNA/RNA G4s contribute to genome instability
by regulating both DNA-related processes (46) and RNA-
based gene expression mechanisms (50).
RNA G4s and factors that modulate their

formation/unfolding may also impact genome insta-

bility or induce gene expression deregulation through the
formation of R-loops. Indeed, these DNA/RNA hybrid
structures are formed preferentially when the non-template
strand is G-rich (42–44) and their stabilization may depend
on the formation of a G4 on the single-stranded exposed
DNA strand and a RNA/DNA duplex between the G-rich
RNA and the C-rich DNA strand (45). R-loops have
important biological functions (including roles in mito-
chondrial DNA replication, immunoglobulin gene CSR
and transcription) but at the same time they are source of
genome instability associated to diseases (recently reviewed
in (117)). Further work is needed to understand whether
cis- or trans-acting (118,119) (including lncRNAs (120))
RNAs with the potential to form G4s play a role in the
mechanistic connection between R-loops and pathological
processes.
Recent studies identify a role for a subset of RGGmotif-

containing proteins (including Aven (27), FMRP (95,96),
EWS (121), EBNA1 (113) and TLS/FUS (122)) in post-
transcriptional control through their ability to bind RNA
G4s. These and other proteins harboring these motifs have
been implicated in several of the major classes of human
diseases, such as cancer and neurological disorders. The ob-
servation that RGGmotifs are also used for protein–protein
interactions and are known substrates for arginine methy-
lation (123) leads to speculate that these protein motifs may
facilitate the formation of ribonucleoprotein complexes at
RNA G4 structures and that methylation might play a role
in modulating these speci�c interactions.
Another important issue is whether RNA conforma-

tional equilibrium involving G4s may represent an addi-
tional mechanism underlying the link between G4s and
disease. Indeed, a number of studies provided evidence of
the formation of G4s in competition with stem-loop struc-
tures (10,38–41,124) or with alternate G4 conformations
(125). These structural transitions may play a role in telom-
ere homeostasis (38), translational regulation (39,40) and
miRNAbiogenesis (10,41) as well as seed binding site acces-
sibility (125), and can be modulated by ions (10,41,124), G4
ligands (41) and trans-acting factors, such as ncRNAs (39).
Noteworthy, transcriptome-wide analysis of in vitroG4 for-
mation supports the notion that hairpin-G4 transitionsmay
be prevalent in human transcripts and play a role in gene
expression regulation (31). The observation that tRNAs in-
�uence the equilibrium between hairpin and G4s in the 5′

UTR of oncogenes suggests that these hairpin-G4 transi-
tions can modulate the expression of disease-relevant genes
(39).
Moreover, as human lncRNAs have been predicted to

harbour a number of G4s (9) and sequestration of RBPs
by RNAG4s appears to be an important pathogenic mech-
anism, do lncRNAs impact on human diseases by titrating
proteins binding functional G4s? Finally, given that RBPs
contribute directly or indirectly to remodel these structures
inmRNAs and thatG4s colocalizewithmiRNAs (126,127),
do the alteration in RBPs expression deregulate miRNA-
mediated gene expression mechanisms?
The development of techniques to identify RNAG4s and

characterize their partners and function at a genome-wide
scale will be essential to understand how diseases can be
caused by deregulation of RNAG4 structure and function.
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The insights we provide here into the link between RNAG4
and disease suggest possible therapeutic interventions that
speci�cally target the deregulated G4s and /or the binding
of trans-acting factors to these structures. ManyG4 binders
(including small-molecule ligands and antisense oligonu-
cleotides) exist that have the potential to modulate G4 con-
formations and protein–G4 interactions. A better under-
standing of the interplay between RNA G4s and regula-
tory protein factors may lead to approaches with improved
speci�city and selectivity targeting protein–G4 RNA inter-
action interfaces.
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